Excerpt of Draft HTR

Suggested Edits from the Bank
Edits have not been agreed Lo bv PwC and the changes reflected below are to aid our
discus&ion
E. Subsequent Events (to be updated)
During the week of May 19, 2008 PwC became aware of several issues that were not
addressed in our presentations to the Regulatory Group on April 30, 2008 and May 1, 2008.
SpeGiaf-Written Operational Instructions

The Bank disclosed to PwC the existence of s~written operational instructions found in
the "GSC (Global Service Center) Administrative Procedures 'Foreign Transfers' last
moGiRed o~ly 31 , 2004". On May 22, 2008, Sullivan and CFormvellllP ~fGV.i<:ieQ....ws-witR
tAe-~sMI=aA&Iation of Section 1.3 of this dooumeffi:.
8an.'fs loeatefJ..iR-6GI:Jfi#r.ie6-fi&sigRat9d by the u. s. as 6FIBR'1-J' GOIJntries Reid
their U.s. cJo!./fJf-8(;691:1-Rfs ol:lts/Qe of tile U.S. Up oR reeeipt of U.S. fio!!ar
GieRGmiRated-paymeRt Qfde.cs of whitm the ol'der:iRg Gf f6eeiviRg bank-is
w~k.. use the eo•,<er fJ8)'111eRt method and-RGI-the-one paym&Rt
FR6fhodr
+1:/e method for !illin§ e1:1t '.'GI:IGhe.cs is t11 e same as io "SFJetioR 2 9-ayFRFJnts
to Other Banks Loeated iR Japan." Newever, 'S*eFf ears to avoid t/:le fl:lnds
9eiAg-~moog-etf:Jer means, prowding ow-Bank as the oFfl:ering
~Rfl..l:wt-speei~'-lng the fif:latfBGeiving eank (the name ofthe-enemy
Gmtntry) and the payment cletai~s directed to the /,hS.,.

As a result of the cover payment method described above, the Bank's wire messages sent to
the U.S. would not have included the names of the ordering bank or final receiving bank.
Upon learning of these ~ritten operational instructions, PwC evaluated their impact on
the HTR findings, and considered the following questions: (1) Did the use of cover payments
impact the completeness of the HTR data? (:l) How wer& tl:lese instructions (;jevelop1es ~nd
iffiplementea+i3) Did other operating di•lisio~tS-&f the Bank-fl.a.ve-similaf.ffi&tfiAAiQ~-(4j-G4d
opef&OOAs intentionally leave oyt infoFmation tt:lat wGuld have reswlted in an OFAC ale~
The Bank's cover payment method generally consisted of MT 103 messages between non
U.S. originating and receiving banks and cover MT 202 messages that were sent to the U.S
correspondent banks. As described in more detail in the Data, Preparations and Analysis
section of this Report, whenever wire messages contained a common reference number the
messages were linked together into a Case. The linked underlying MT 103 message to the
cover MT 202 message would have included the bank information that was not sent to the
US Banks. The Bank has informed PwC that the ~written operational instructions would
not have impacted the data available for the HTR. While we agree in theory, had PwC know
about these "~!Written Operational Instructions" at the initial Phase of the HTR then we
would have used a different approach for completing this project
The remaining questions) such as) ~emffig the development, implementation and
--e-xisten-ce of-simi tar ~lwritte'n "'Ol&ratimrartn-stroctions·pro·c8Qures<Js-well asihe- ··- -··
intentional omission of search terms are being investigated by the Bank's Internal Audit
Office riAO") with the assistance of outside Japanese counsel. The potential impact from
the findings from this Investigation will need to be considered when evaluating this Report.

I
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Altered Wire Messages Resulting From Hot&an Hits
The second issue occurred when supporting documentation from HotScan showed the
search term hits for OFAC·sanctioned countries was found for nine Priority Cases. The
concern was over how these transactions were processed after Hotscan identification.
These w ires were stopped by the Bank's HotScan operations in Tokyo and either
restructured as a cover payment (seven Cases) or the MT 103 message was cancelled and
re-sent after the term(s) identified by the HotScan were removed (two Cases).

,AJter PwG-iGentifiee tJ:lese re sent messages In the Priority cases, an initial analysis of
Allawal::>le-Gases-was-pefformed-to-r~~ew-Gas&s-ti:lat-oontained..multiple-M+-t03-messages~
This analysis-fGI:IM-t~ith the same issue as the Prlority eases In that

the message was resent after the search terms were removed. Case analysis fGr these ten
traRsaGtions lnolwded the revlew of tt:le cancelled messages witt:l the HotSsan alerts ~
were later remo11ed and concii:Jded that these teA cases were Allowable. Tl:le ten cancellee
messages-that-were--ideA-tlfleG-GGntained s~f!sactions-tRat-W&Fe-Festru~eQ..I:Jsiflg-#\e
sG-v~eflt-metOOEI-se-tl=lat the MT +W-messase-oo~eafGI:He.l:m&..as-FlelJ&F
sent to the U.S. and the remaiAiRQ fGtlrtransactions the MT 103 message was resent
withololt the search terms.
Management explained to PwC that these cancelled wires were never dispatched and
therefore not sent outside of BTMU-Tokyo. Further, Management believed that the HTR
data captured all cancelled wire messages with the search terms that were later removed.
The lAO Investigation should address the compliance issue that resulted when the Bank's
HotScan operation identified wire messages that were potentially restricted by OFAC, and
returned them to be reworked by a Branch in Japan in an effort to circumvent ~
HotScan checking.
PwC's discovery of the altered wire messages resulting from HotScan hits raised concern
over the completeness of the data and resulted in the following question: If the original
message was cancelled, was it included in the HTR data? In an effort to sain additional
comfort tJ:lat the original messages that contained the HGtScan hits were insll:ided in the data
pF<MdeG-t~w~1-}a-Pfo~J*lft..fof..all J:lits Ell:lrin~
period and (2) sl:lpporting dosi:Jmentation for these cancelled messages. IR response to this
reqi:Jest1 tl:le Bank explained that a HotScan report was not available for tl=le HTR period and
pfO\I-ide~i~W9rtifi~OGUmentation fGr 9~ sanselled messages. The bank
represented that these 91 transastions were the entire pgpulatlon of wire messages that
wer.e..bJ0Gked-by·-tl'le..Pf0tSGan-<:>per.ation·· lA· ·T-ok.yo-c:luFi·A€J-tl:le#r-R--T-Ae-baAk-ind~GateGI-tt:lat
there were rnore+tat.ssan hits IR a~GltiGA to the 91 prevideG;-t;AA-t-Re-y-w-efe released o r
G!eareG.-~ank-wtt8-I:JAat>le-t~tify-tl=le-oofll.Gef..of..HotScaR-hits that wet:e-re!easee
during the HTR. PwG l:lnderstands that HotScan can generote a "Hit Re!'lort", e~:~t BTMU did
ROt use this feawre uAtil febr1:1a~

PwC found that all 91 wire transactions, including the cancelled and resent messages, were
included in the data provided to PwC with the exception of one transaction that was covered
by the Consigned Contract Data. These cancelled wire messages were found in the HTR
data in their original state with the HotScan alert. Our review of HotScan search term hits for
these 91 transactions found that 66 were within the scope of the HTR and the remaining 25
transactions either did not involve one of the six target countries or the transaction was not
conducted in U.S. dollars.

In our April 30, 2008 and May 1, 2008 presentations to Regulatory Group, we reported that
the number of total cases reviewed was 11,325. As a result of the analysis of additional
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HotScan documentation the total cases reviewed increased to 11,330 and our number of
Priority Cases increased by three. The additional priority cases were the result of wires
transfers to Sudan and Burma that cleared through a U.S. bank and the original wire
messages that contained the alerts were cancelled and resent w ithout the HotScan alert.
The details for these three priority cases (14234, 14235 and 14236) are described in
Appendices I and J.
Separate from the analysis described above, there was one Case that changed from Priority
to Allowable since the beneficiary bank was previously considered to be a branch of a US
bank when it was in fact a subsidiary and therefore qualified for the U-Turn exemption. The
total number of Priority Cases that was previously reported as 190 increased to 192, the net
effect of the three additions and one subtraction.

Data Processing
As a result of the review of the HotScan data additional cases were identified for
investigation. One of the cases was flagged by HotScan on the word "Sudan". The wire was
in the HTR population; however it was not identified as a Case. +Ais-was d~:~e to tAe tag 70
fie-IG-ef-ttle-M+-1-0~~~~e+J...be.fGFe-tM-wGr~aA~i&-~-ifHAe
tie!G-was "Refl'littance lnfurmation/Regulatory Reporting S\jdan Related B1:1siness
AGG9\,lntab~~
Sl:lbs~eAt in•,estigation showed tAat BTMU's ALT systefl'l fl'lerges tw~~
~r into one fleiEI. TRese tags are tag 70 (Remittance lnforfl'latien) and tag 77B
tRegyJatery-RepGFtffi~0th--Gf...tAes&-tags are-fresfGfm-.t&"t-field&-af\G..were-provtdeG-tG
PwC as tAe merged field. +o annotate this data in tAe H+R pop~:~latien as t*le fl'lerged result
e~s~e-t.ags,tl:le-l.mel-!!Rem-i~anGe-ffi.fGrmation/Reg~:~la~par:ti%]...!!..was-iRSefted
m~tl:!e-ooFFe&p&AGffig-fieiQ..in tho HTR database. No extra space was pwt after tAe hyphen,

res~:~lting in ti:le label 9elng Inserted directly ne*t te tt:le begiM inQ of the

text in the field-.

As described in the Search Term Methodology section of this report, the Code matching
approach uses a space before and after the search term. As the term Sudan was searched
as Code, this Case was not identified due to the hyphen directly before Sudan . As of the
date of publishing this report, we did not further investigate the contents of this field.
Another new case was identified resulting from the search term Sudan having a pound sign
in front of the term (e.g., #SUDAN). Subsequent review of our project documentation
indicated that AL T data was processed by the Bank into a more usable format by using code
to convert UNIX linebreaks (carriage returns) into pound signs (#). As carriage returns were
randomly dispersed throughout the data, in some instances# symbols appear embedded in
terms that were split across two lines of text In the wire. The example #SUDAN is one of
these cases and would have caused the Code search methodology not to work. As of the
date of publishing this report, we did not further investigate the impact of carrlage returns.
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Subsequent Events [lNSERTJ
During the week of May 19, 2008 PwC became aware of two issues that were not
addressed in our presentations to the Regulato ry Group on April30, 2008 and May 1,
2008.

Cancelled Wire Messages
While PwC was responding to questions raised at the May I, 2008 presentation to the
Regulatory Group, supp01ting HotScan documentation for nine Priority Cases was
analyzed . This documentation showed the HotScan hits for OFAC-sanctioned countries
and lhe corresponding wire messages !ilopped by the Bank's HotScan operations in
Tokyo. These stopped transactions were either restructu red as a cover payment (seven
Cases) or the MT 103 message was cancelled and re-sent after the term(s) identified by
HotScan were removed (two Cases). In addition, based on our initial analysis, we
identified ten additional non-Priority cases where it appeared that the initial MT 103
message had been modified or restructured.
PwC's discovery of the cancelled wire messages resulting from HotScan hits raised
concern over the completeness of the data and resulted in the following question: If the
original message that contained the HotScan bit was cancelled, was it included in the
HTRdata?
Managen1ent explained to PwC that these cancelled wires were never dispatched and
therefore not senl outside ofBTMU-Tokyo and that the HTR data captured all cancelled
wire messages with the search terms that were later removed. [n order to determine that
the HotScan b.its were included in the data provided to PwC. we requested (I) n HotScnn
generated report for all hits during the HTR period and (2) supporting documentation for
these cancelled messages. In response to this request, the Bank explained that a HotScan
report was not available for the HTR period and provided us with supporting
documentation for 91 cancelled messages. The bank represented to PwC that these 91
transactions were the entire population ofwire messages that were blocked by the
HotScan operation in Tokyo during the HTR.
PwC found that all91 wire transactions, including the cancelled and re-sent messages,
were included in the datap rovided to PwC with the exception of one transaction that was
covered by the Consigned Contract Data.
Addttional Cases

In our April 30, 2008 and May I, 2008 presentations to Regulatory Group, we reported
that the number ofmtal cases reviewed was 11,325. As a result ofthe analysis of
additional HotScan documentation, an additional five cases were identified for review
and increased ou r total to 11,330. These five cases involved wire transfers to Sudan and
Burma and cleared through a U.S. bank .
T.~~ revic w_p_( the .J:i_y~.sas~A.S r~sultcdj!L_three a_dgitional ~tioJ.i.ty £_ases_(l 4234, 1423 5 !lfl<L

14236) that arc described in Appendices 1 nnd J. In addi tion to these tJVc Cases, there
was one Case that changed from Ptiority to Allowable because the beneficiary bank had
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been incorrectly identified as a foreign branch ofa US bank instead ofa subsidiary and
therefore qualified for the U-Thrn exemption. The total number ofPriority Cases that
was previously reported as 190 increased to 192, the net effect of the three additions and
one subtraction.
Written Operationallnstnlctions

Shortly after the Bank disclosed to OFAC the existence ofwritten operational
instructions, PwC was provided a copy of the GSC (Global Se1'Vice Center)
Administrative ProcedUI·es 'Foreign Transfers'. Management's Report to OFAC
included the following description:

These instructions were matn/yfor U.S. dollar payment orders reiattn!{
to vostro accounts ofbanks tn countries sanctioned by the United

States. The instructions were to use the cover payment method. to
indicate our Bank as the ordering bank and not to include the name of
the final receiving bank, so that the fond:,• would not be frozen.
Upon learning of these written operational instructions, PwC evaluated the use of cover
payments on the completeness ofthe liTR data. The scope of the HTR did not include a
forensic Investigation or process review to understand the full impact of these written
instructions on the operation of BTMU's international wire remittance and trade finance
activity.
The Bank's cover payment method generally consisted of MT 103 messages between
non-U .S. originating and receiving banks and cover MT 202 messages that were sent to
the U.S correspondent banks. As described in more detail in the Data, Preparations and
Analysis section of this Report, whenever wire messages contained a common reference
number the messages were linked together into a Case . The linked underlying MT 103
message to the cover MT 202 messag.e would have included the bank information that
was not sent lo the US Banks. Alternatively, a cover MT 202 without mention of a
search term and did not c-ontain a common reference number would not have been linked
to the underlying MT 103 message. Thus, this un: linked MT 202 message would noL
have been identified for detailed review. "Based on the ass umption that a common
reference number was available, our understanding is that the written instructions would
not have impacted the completeness of data available for the HfR and our methodology
to process, search and review the HTR data was appropriate.
Impact o[thelAO investigation

Management informed PwC that as a result of these subsequent events, B'IMU's Internal
Audit Office has initiated an investigation as described in Management's Report to
OFAC. Their findings fmm this investigation need to be considered when evaluating this
Report . PwC has fotwarded our initial findings relating to cancelled wire messages to
Management to be furthel' analyzed as part of the Internal Audit Office investigation.
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Subsequent Events [INSERT]
During the week of May 19, 2008 PwC became aware of two issues that were not
addressed in our presentations to the Regulatory Group on Aplil30, 2008 and May 1,
2008.
Cancelled Wire Messages
WJ+i#~~-~~-s-~'~.l*l+~4<.~fu)f!fH&>~I(.J..a-k-!*:t\H~~r:Jt!~..A.J~fHJ.9..m.l~!..May

1, 2008
presentation.}. to the Regulatory Group, supporting HotScan documentation for fiffie
Priority Cases was analyzed_fgt guality ~..Q!}.!:t.'l)}J~~· This documentation showed
the HotScan hits for OFAC-sanctioned countries and the con-esponding wire messages
stopped by the Bank's HotScan operations in Tokyo. Thro-ugh our a.JlaJ~s. we noted thtlt
!.l.\J.l~:.Qf.~}lhese stopped transactions were either restructured as a cover payment (~i!.~V~
Cases) or the MT 103 message was cancelled and re-sent after the term(s) identified by
HotScan were removed ({hx-ee~>v0· Cases). In addition, based on our initial analysis, we
identified ten additional non-Priority cases where it appeared that the initial MT 103
me.<;sage had been modified or restructured.

PwC's discove1y of the cancelled wire messages resulting from HotScan hits raised
concern over the completeness of the data and resulted in the following question: If the
original message that contained the HotScan hit was cancelled, was it included in the
HTR data?
Management explained to PwC that these cancelled wires were never dispatched and
therefore not sent outside of BTMU-Tokyo and that the HTR data captured all cancelled
wire messages with the search terms that were later removed. In order to determine that
the HotScan hits were included in the data provided to PwC, we requested (1 ) a HotScan
generated report for all hits during the HTR period and (2) supporting documentation for
these cancelled messages. In response to this request, the Bank explained that a HotScan
report was not available for the HTR pe1iod and provided us with supporting
documentation for 91 cancelled messages. The bank represented to PwC that these 91
transactions were the entire population of wire messages that were blocked by the
HotScan operation in Tokyo during the HTR.
PwC found that all 91 wire transactions, including the cancelJed and re-sent messages,
were included in the data provided to PwC with the exception of one transaction that was
covered by the Consigned Contract Data.
Additional Cases

In our Apri130, 2008 and May 1, 2008 presentations to Regulatory Group, we reported
that the number of total cases reviewed was 11,325. As a result of the analysis of
additional HotScan documentation, an additional five cases were identified for review
and increased our total to 11,330. These five cases involved wire transfers lO Sudan and
...... -- ·Bw:··ma ru"i"aclearea tfu;ougn · a-u.·s:oank~ ·-··· . ._.. ---.......- _... . . . . .. ... - ·-·

"'

The review of the five cases resulted in three additional priority cases (14234, 14235 and
14236) that aJ'e described in Appendices 1and J. In addition to these five Cases, there
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was one Case that changed from Priority to Allowable because the beneficiary bank had
been incorrectly identified as a foreign branch of a US bank instead of a subsidiary and
therefore qualified for the U-Turn exemption. The total number of Priority Cases that
was previously repo1ted as 190 increased to 192, the net effect of the three additions and
one subtraction.

Written Operational Instructions
Sh01tly after the Bank disclosed to OFAC the existence of written operational
instructions, PwC was provided a copy of the GSC (Global Service Center)
Administrative Procedu res 'Foreign Tran.ifers'. Management's Report to OFAC
included the following description:
These instructions were mainly for U.S. dollar payment orders relating
to vostro accounts ofbanks in countries sanctioned by the United
States. 111e instructions were to use the cover payment method, to
indicate our Bank as the ordering bank and not to include the name of
the final receiving bank, so that the funds would not be frozen.
Upon learning of these written operational instructions, PwC evaluated the use of cover
payments on the completeness of the HTR data. The scope of the HTR did not include a
forensic investigation or process review to understand the full impact of these written
instructions on the operation of BTMU's international wire remittance and trade finance
activity.
The Bank's cover payment method generally consisted ofMT 103i2.02 messages between
non-U.S. originating and receiving banks and cover MT 202 messages that were sent to
the U.S correspondent banks. As desc1ibed in more detail in the Data, Preparations and
Analysis section of this Report whenever wire messages contained a common reference
number the messages were !lli:M..linked together into a Case. The linked underlying MT
103L204 message§ to the cover MT 202 message would have included the bank
infonnation that was not sent to the US Banks. A~·!M1~~~w,')jy7·iM..~ItW·~'l=~:W·2·'1¥-itl-1oot
atenkon ef a sett£\'::h «*m S:Rtl tl:ld He' eeami:u uet:>tn:li'len reforet'lce fttimber wm1Id flOl
flQ>,~S-l~A-l·inke4·~C:J·ifh~··U!H3eu:l).ti.ng·M~r..JQ.;).m_ss&ag€·:· ·.. :.f.~HW1>.. tlii&·~l~H·HkM·M:f.~Q.2,
f:w.isage wellld llot !laY~ l~taea.ti'fi8d fer l:ie!f.lil~·ew. Based o;;, tae a9SU"fflfJtioa
.th-nHt·t:·Om:m:Oll:·f~~feJ:eRQtrf:l\H)lbet:..wa&·~vailab!e,.·oOur understanding is that the written
instructions would not have impacted the completeness of data available for the HTR~
and our methodology to process, search and review the HTR data was appropriate.
1

Impact of the lAO Investigation

Management informed PwC that as a result of these subsequent events, BTMU's Internal
Audit Offi ce has initiated an investigation as described in Management's Report to
OFAC. Their findings from this investigation need to be considered when evaluating this
Report. PwC has forwarded our initial findings relating to cancelled wire messages to
··Managemeot·to-be further analyzed-ab-part of-the·Imernal-Audit·0ffice·investigation;- 
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E. Subsequent Events
During the week of May 19, 2008 PwC became aware of some issues that were not addressed in our
presentations to the Regulatory Group on April 30, 2008 and May 1, 2008.
Canceled Wire Messages
After the April 30 and May 1, 2008 presentations to the Regulatory Group, supporting HotScan
documentation for Priority Cases was ana lyzed for quality control purposes. This documentation showed
the HotScan hits for OFAC-sanctioned countries and the corresponding wire messages stopped by the
Bank's HotScan operations In Tokyo. Through our analysis, we noted that nine of these stopped
transactions were restructured as a cover payment (4 cases), or t he MT 103 message was cance led and
re-sent after the term(s) identified by HotScan were removed (4 cases), or were restructured as a cover
payment and the search term removed in the MT 103 (1 case). In addition, based on our Initial ana lysis,
we identified ten additional non-Priority cases where it appeared that the initial MT 103 message had
been modified or restructured . PwC's discovery of the canceled wire messages resulting from HotScan
hits raised concern over the completeness of the data and resulted in the following question : If the
original message that contained the HotScan hit was cance led, was it included in the HTR data?
Management explained to PwC that these canceled wires were never dispatched and therefore not sent
outside of BTMU -TKY and that the HTR data captured all canceled wire messages with the search terms
that were later removed. In order to determine that the HotScan hits were included in the data provided
to PwC, we requested (1) a HotScan-generated report for all hits during the HTR period and {2)
supporting documentation for these canceled messages. In response to this request, the Bank explained
that a HotScan report was not available for the HTR period and provided us with supporting
documentation for 91 transactions. The bank represented to PwC that these 91 transactions were the
entire population of wire messages that were blocked by the HotScan operation in Tokyo during the
HTR.
PwC found that all 91 wire transactions, including the canceled and re-sent messages, were included In
the data provided to PwC with the exception of one transaction that was covered by the Consigned
Contract Data.
Additional Cases
In our April 30, 2008 and May 1, 2008 presentations to Regulatory Group, we reported that the number
of total cases reviewed was 11,325. As a result of the ana lysis of additional HotScan documentation, an
aaditlonal fivec ases were identified fo..-reV!ew a ncn~sea our toral to 11~ 330:-Tlfg'e flvecases
involved wire transfers to Sudan and Burma and cleared through a U.S. bank.
The review of the f ive cases resulted in three additional priority cases (14234, 14235 and 14236) that are
described in Appendix I. In addition to these five Cases, there was one Case that changed from Priority
to Allowable because the beneficiary bank had been Incorrectly Identified as a foreign branch of a US
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bank instead of a subsidiary and therefore qualified for the U-Turn exemption. The total number of
Priority Cases that was previously reported as 190 Increased to 192, the net effect of the three additions
and one subtraction.
Written Operational Instructions
Shortly after the Bank disclosed to OFAC the Existence of written operational instructions, PwC was
provided a copy of the GSC (Global Service Center) Administrative Procedures 'Foreign Transfers'.
Management's report to OFAC included the following description:

These instructions were mainly for U.S. dollar payment orders relating to vostro accounts ofbanks In
countries sanctioned by the United States. The instructions were to use the cover payment method, to
indicate our Bank as the ordering bonk and not to include the name of the final receiving bank, so that the
funds would not be frozen.
Upon learning of these written operational instructions, PwC evaluated the use of cover payments on
the completeness of the HTR data. The scope of t he HTR did not include a forensic investigation or
process review to understand the full impact of thes~ written instructions on the operation of BTMU's
international wire remittance and trade finance activity.
The Bank's cover payment method generally consisted of MT 103/102 messages between non-U.S.
originating and receiving banks and cover MT 202 messages that were sent to the U.S correspondent
banks. As described in more detail in the Data Preparation and Analysis section of this Report, whenever
wire messages contained a common reference number the messages were then linked together into a
Case. The linked underlying MT 103/102 messages to the cover MT 202 message would have included
the bank information that was not sent to the US Banks. We have concluded that the written
instructions would not have impacted the completeness of data available for the HTR and our
methodology to process and search the HTR data was appropriate.

Impact of the lAO Investigation
Management i nformed PwC that as a result of these subsequent events, BTMU's Internal Audit Office
has initiated an investigation as described in Management's Report to OFAC. Their findings from this
investigation need to be considered when evaluating this Report. PwC has forwarded our initial findings
relating to canceled wire messages to Management to be further ana lyzed as part ofthe Internal Audit
Office investigation.
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